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Introduction  

 It has now become a key and much awaited event: the “Residence & Reflection” 
project of the Kustenfestivaldesarts takes place every year in Brussels for about ten days. 
This year, from May 14th to 23rd, eight artists, Ingri Fiksdal, Francesca Foscarini, Eduardo 
Fukushima, Celso Giménez, Dimitris Karantzas, Jaha Koo, Héloïse Meire and Leandro 
Nerefuh, met every morning at the Beursschouwbourg to start daily reflections on their 
artistic journey. Late mornings and early afternoons were dedicated to working sessions 
during which they would present their respective work and artistic methods, discuss the 
festival’s performances, widen their understanding, sometimes meeting and exchanging 
with other guest artists or attending lectures, while the different performances took place 
during late afternoons and evenings. To lead this talented and insightful group, full of ideas 
and opinions, a moderator was appointed. This year, Ann Olaerts orchestrated the events. 
She outlined the schedule and the discussions topics. During open conversations, she 
provided space for each and every artist to express themselves. An  understated leader, she 
listened attentively, always intervening at the appropriate moment to sharpen the focus, ask 
a new question, fuel the debate or close it when it would soon fulfill its course. After having 
seen the initials performances of festival as well as considering Olaerts’ suggestions and the 
group’s inclinations, their reflections soon developed within two lines, one related to the 
arts’ social and political engagement whereas the other tackled artists’ working conditions; 
about which more later.  

Having said that, I would like to say a few words about this paper. I was asked to 
write a report about this year’s residency, which I attended as production and report 
assistant. However, considering the numerous notes I wrote down and the vivid memories I 
have about the residency, I quickly wondered how I could ever summarize such an intense 
and awe-inspiring journey. I then thought that nothing could be closer to the experience 
than the experience itself, or at least the semblance of it. I therefore chose to reproduce, 
rather than analyse, the residency. Since Olaerts asked the “res & refers” to present 
themselves through their work, I decided to write portraits as well. Each portrait is based on 
the artist’s self-presentation, which explains difference in form from one to another. 
Without being literal, I tried to stay as close as possible to what people said and yet I did 
make use of my poetic license. In addition, I wanted to share extracts of the discussions that 
took place within the working sessions. I thus chose sections that pertain to the two lines of 
thought, mentioned above. The first extract, addressing the social and political dimension 
within the arts, is taken from the exchange we had with Arkadi Zaides who came to the 
Beursschouwburg to meet the group a few days after we had seen his performance at “Les 
Tanneurs”. The following extract is from the final discussion they had on working conditions. 
At that point, they aimed to define their needs and brainstorm alternative means to meet 
their ends. For those two moments I let the artists speak, not changing anything to what was 
said, using brackets in case of addition, cut or doubt. In my conclusion to this paper, you will 
also find the artists’ feedback about the residency as well as some of the reflections and 
references they shared in annex. 
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Finally, I wish to reiterate the extent to which the “Residence & Reflection” was an 
intense, mind-blowing and inspiring experience for me. Through reading what follows, I wish 
you a pleasant and reflective artistic journey. 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

Ann Olaerts 

“Cultural knight” 

Residency’s moderator 

Belgium, Brussels 

 

 

She has been our moderator for ten whole days. From dawn to dusk we have 

shared time, thoughts, reflections and artistic considerations. Meals and coffees too. 

From the very first day, she has set an efficient working atmosphere within the 

group. She led the debates in a precise but discreet way, by putting questions on the 

table and letting the “res & refers” sort them out, only intervening if needed. Every 

day, from the festival center to the different performance places, and from the latter 

to the former, by foot, bike, subway or car, she would share with us glimpses of her 

knowledge and experience with wit, humour and dedication. But who is Ann Olaerts?  

 

The lady has been living in Brussels for more than thirty years. After a 

language curriculum, she decided to study theater sciences. It notably led her to 

work for the Kaaitheater, Anna Teresa De Keersmaeker as well as the art center 

Maria Van Kerkhoven. She has also been working for the culture department of the 

Flemish government as an adviser in matter of performing arts in order to create a 

good political art system. Moreover, she directed the Vlaamse Theater Instituut for 

ten years, a Flemish institution aiming to connect the art field and the audience. She 

has also been in charge of the direction of a renowned theater school in Maastricht, 

the Toneelacademie. As for now, she is working with different theatrical artists like 

Thomas Belling to create new art forms and conditions.  
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Ingri Fiksdal 

Contemporary dance, performer and choreographer 

Norway, Oslo 

Website: http://ingrifiksdal.com/ 

 

 

“Currently a Research Fellow at the Oslo National Academy of the Arts/ 

Norwegian Artistic Research Fellowship Program (…), (Ingri)’s work deals with 

perception and affectivity, and several of her pieces take shape as part performance 

and part live concert. The audience is always integral to the work, which aims to 

produce temporary collectives between performers and spectators. This notion of 

collectivity here refers to modes of attention and sensorial transference, rather than 

to interactivity. An ongoing theme within (Ingri)’s work is the ritual, and the rituals’ 

inherent capacity of transforming and ultimately transcending its partakers. This is 

approached from various angles to research how these capacities could be 

transferred to the performance-concerts created. Within this, the relation between 

cognition and affectivity, how that relationship operates in perception and in 

production of meaning, is central”1. 

 

 In her presentation, Ingri chose to talk about several of her works. She began 

with an excerpt of Night Tripper2, a piece created in 2012. The dogma was to perform 

outside and take the audience from sunset to the night without electricity. The 

performers would collect the spectators and take them to a defined area in the 

woods. Performances usually being about things happening, here Ingri was 

interested in the (changing) role of the audience during a performance within which 

almost nothing happens. On the one hand, she was interested in knowing what 

happens to the experience of the spectator when nothing happens during the show. 

On the other hand, she aimed to study the production of affects, the potential of 

kinesthetic transference. “How to produce affects within the performance?”, is one 

of the central questions of her thesis “Choreography as collective and affective 

event”. After Band3, a 2013 performance “that investigates the experience of a 

psychedelic concert (with) no musicians, no instruments and no music to be heard”4, 

Ingri performed Hoods5 in 2014. Through that work, she erased the hierarchy 

                                                   
1
 Cfr.  http://ingrifiksdal.com/. 

2
 Please find an excerpt of this work through this link: https://vimeo.com/45784934. 

3
 Excerpt: https://vimeo.com/65252917. 

4
Cfr. Ingri’s website, op. cit.  

5
 Excerpt: https://vimeo.com/88359972. 

http://ingrifiksdal.com/
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between performers, spectators and scenography pieces. Performers, puppets and 

spectators would wear the same costume, the latter putting it before entering the 

performance space. Each face being covered in order to isolate body and movement 

from the performers’ subjectivity, the experience was quite confusing. Puppet? 

Performer? Spectator? You would not know who was who and what one’s role was, 

everyone being all and none of them at the same time.  

 

 As for now, Ingri is working on a new piece, Cosmic body, within which she 

intends to push further some fundamental ideas and recurrent theme in her work.  

She aims to explore the ritual and transcendental dimension of the performance and 

to assign equal importance to all the elements - performers, lights, music, 

accessories- of a project. 

 

Expectations towards the residency: deepen her understanding of language in 

relation to art.  

 

Glimpses of inspiration:  

- Alexandro JODOROWSKY, The holy mountain, 1973.  

- Phyllis GALEMBO (photographer)  

- M.I.A., Bad girls, 2012. (Singer) 

- MGMT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Francesca Foscarini 

Contemporary dance, dancer and choreographer 

Italy 

Website: http://www.francescafoscarini.it/index.php 

 

 Francesca started her professional experience within Roberto Castello’s dance 

company. In 2009 while still training and giving workshops as well as classes, she 

created Kalsh, her first choreography. In 2011, she performed her solo 

Cantandosulleossa throughout Europe as a member of Choreoroam, an international 

project for choreographic research. It provided her an occasion for her to perform in 

unconventional places such as the subway or outdoors but also to experience new 

http://www.francescafoscarini.it/index.php
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ways of moving her body. Her 2013 piece Grandmother which she created in 

collaboration with Sara Wiktorowicz had her won the Equilibrio Award 2013 for 

Performer. Exploring the three dimensions of time, past, present and future, the 

transformation of the body and specific ways to be on stage, this piece was the 

occasion for the jury to acknowledge Francesca’s “highly developed technique, great 

emotional sensibility, strong stage presence (as well as) her ability in creating a 

unique and original embodiment”6. That prize gave her the opportunity of choosing 

an international choreographer to create a solo for her. She asked to work with 

Yasmeen Godder, an Israeli choreographer who she had always dreamt to work with. 

Their collaboration changed Francesca’s way to be on stage and to approach the 

public. She became more body conscious, knowing what she wants to show, 

emphasize or hide through movement. The audience watches her, she now watches 

them too and enjoys playing with expressions, faces, hair, …Gut Gift, the product of 

their work, is about the opposition between female affects and animal instincts. “It 

shakes identity” as Francesca says. As for her work method, she usually starts from 

her body. She improvises on music or silence and keeps what seems good material to 

create something wider and deeper out of it.  

 

 Here is what she writes about “Once upon a time”, her 2014 creation: “Once 

upon a time is an interdisciplinary creation, in which there is a constant dialogue 

between dance, video, music, and lights. This dialog brings together experiences of 

women of different generations on stage. It is an investigation through time and the 

translation through the body of memories, desires, experiences, images, movements 

and relationships. The starting point is the figure of the grandmother, a woman who 

in her past has been: child, girl, and mother. In the present, she is a Grandmother 

looking back at her past with nostalgia. This nostalgia is due to the awareness that 

she cannot live again that part of her life. Although, she still has a potential future, 

becoming real through her children’s and grandchildren’s lives, even when she will be 

gone. She seems to perfectly embody the time dimensions: past, present, and future. 

The creative process involved sixteen Grandmothers of different socio-cultural 

backgrounds who have been involved in interviews and in workshops of Dance 

Ability. The research started from their memories about their past lives and reflection 

around a few key words: Love, Nostalgia, Memory, Family”. 

 

 Francesca is presently working on a duet with another dancer and for the first 

time experiences the “in and out” process of dancing with others in a piece of her 

own. Yet, she feels she needs to combine both, dance and choreography to keep on 

evolving. She would also like to deepen her work with several Israeli choreographers.  

 

                                                   
6
http://www.francescafoscarini.it/index.php 

http://www.francescafoscarini.it/index.php
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Expectations: discover the creative processes of the other “res & refers”, know how 

they feed their (artistic) “babies”.  

 

Glimpses of inspiration:  

- Yasmeen GODDER, Two playful pink, 2003, 

https://youtu.be/9R1YGdghUi4?list=PL02639F379897F438. 

- Ohad NAHARIN, Mamootot, Batsheva Dance Company, 2003, 

https://youtu.be/gP4L9hHrBG4.  

- Ohad NAHARIN, Three, Batsheva Dance Company, 2005, 

https://youtu.be/rCaHbOLGXfY.  

 

 

Discussion with Arkadi Zaides 

 

After they saw Arkadi Zaides’ performance on May 14th at Les Tanneurs, the “res & 

refers” expressed the desire to meet the artist. The meeting took place at the 

Beursschouwburg, our residency’s headquarters, on May 19th, 10 a.m. Here are some 

excerpts, rough material, of the notes I took that morning.  

 

Ann: «One of the main issues (of our reflections) is about how art relates to society 

and whether political art is relevant. (Mårten) Spångberg said “socially and politically 

engaged art is fundamentally uninteresting “. 

 

Celso: We don’t have an answer though. (For my part) I have been thinking about the 

lights being switched on during the show. It made me think about Bertol Brecht.  

 

Arkadi: It is my personal stand on it. (…) The distance is a social and political 

statement. (Your question raises more fundamental questions as) “what is politic?”, “what is 

social?”.  (To me) it starts when there is a community. Spångberg show is hardly apolitical. 

When you stand in front of someone, it is political. (In regard to that), you can read every 

show as political. In Israel not addressing to the socio-political environment is a political 

statement. Each artistic proposition has an impact on a certain community. So it is political. 

As for whether it only addresses to the community it is talking about or has a larger reading, 

it depends on the way you have to look at it. As for Spångberg, it is super political. The show 

(Archive) addresses to a special community but involves the audience (notably) through 

lights. It makes the audience aware of the act of spectating. (Which preconception do we 

have about that specific country and the imagery of violence related to it? The archives show 

a reality muted to the Israeli community (that) only receives the images the media give 

them. Here, it is all about the daily and non-effective images delivered by the B’Tselem7 

                                                   
7
http://www.btselem.org/.  

https://youtu.be/9R1YGdghUi4?list=PL02639F379897F438
https://youtu.be/gP4L9hHrBG4
https://youtu.be/rCaHbOLGXfY
http://www.btselem.org/
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organization that has been targeted for many years). (The show also raises a) meta question 

about zapping. Are we really looking at what we are zapping? (…) 

 

In such a complex context (as the Israeli’s one), how do we read leisure, the comfort 

of the spectator? It is very important to understand which kind of question you want to raise 

in the audience, the experience you lead him through. I am always attentive to what I 

produce.  

 

X: Why are you there? What can your body add to the images?  

 

Arkadi: This also raises a wider question, “what do I try to communicate and from 

which point of view?” The Israeli’s conflict is the most mediatized one. I wanted my work 

anti-monumental. Flatness against monumentality. 

 

This work branches into three, two parts that are already done and a third one in 

construction. I wanted to approach (the conflict) through different media, photography, 

performance and a book, for three reasons: firstly, it offers a wider exposer, second there is 

not only one point of view on the subject, thirdly I do not want to let go. I have touched a 

wound and want to continue my critical enterprise over it. (…) 

 

If I am putting the media images, I am repeating something we already know. I 

wanted to show images we are not familiar with. Why do the Israeli daily practice? Why do 

children throw stones? Soldiers? Watching atrocities through media? (…)  

 

As for my actual residency, I want to place my observations in the European context. 

(I am interested in the concept of hospitality and the very existence of hostility within it, 

what Derrida calls “hostipitality”). Frontex. Informal meeting in the European commission, 

met a PHD working on detention conditions. Trying to get a residency in Lampedusa. (…) 

Most systems intend to impeach movement, to control it. (Hosted by Globe Aroma in 

Brussels as a part of the Kunstenfestival for most of the month, I share the space with artists 

and try to develop my work on this subject. (…) I am aware that this engagement will draw 

attention but I refuse to continue to benefit from the Occidental system for criticizing the 

Israeli system without questioning the previous one. That is why my actual research is about 

immigration».  

(…) 

 

“It is not what you choose but how you choose it. The important thing is what 

matters to you” 

 

“Every decision we make has a political meaning” 
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Eduardo Fukushima 

Contemporary dance, dancer and choreographer 

Brazil, São Paulo 

Websites: 

www.fukushimaeduardo.wordpress.com 

www.eduardofukushima.com 

 

Half Japanese, half Brazilian, Eduardo is a dancer, choreographer and Taï Chi 

practitioner. He started his professional career as a dancer in 2004 within a few 

dance groups in Brazil and in Japan. Since then, he has created 5 solos on himself and 

has travelled throughout South America, Europe and Asia performing them. His work 

does not start from a specific theme or issue but from the materiality of movement. 

Daily improvisation sessions help him to discover what he is doing and what it means 

to him. In that regard, one can say his pieces have an autobiographical beginning 

since they are rooted in a very moment of his life. Yet, the second step of this process 

consists in transforming the very personal material to make something accessible to 

the outside world.  

 

2004 was the year Eduardo decided to study dance. He was invited to perform 

in an underground night club in São Paulo. Everyone was dancing when lights and 

music stopped for him to start his solo. He wore white gloves and black fabric, he  

moved in a quite specific way. People, however, quickly became impatient. They 

howled at him. Shouted for the music to come back. He nevertheless managed to go 

on until the end of that piece, which took him six months to prepare. A hard time, for 

sure, but when it came to the question “Am I going to continue dancing or not?”, his 

answer was an affirmative. He then entered a dance university, curriculum within 

which he created his second piece, Entre contençoes8, in 2008. He won a prize to go 

rehearse to some Paulistano choreographer’s studio for a month and then got a 

space to perform his new work. Romantic, soft, lyrical, Eduardo built that piece about 

doubt on three gestures with which he plays during its whole length. It was the first 

time he earned money for dancing. From this moment, he could feel people 

becoming more interested into his work, some even liked it. However, he felt he was 

still dancing something when he wanted to be something. He thus started to work on 

something new. He had been noticing that most of his environment was feeling tired 

while falling in tiredness is described by Nietzsche as the most dangerous thing for 

humans. He too was feeling tired and decided he wanted to sort something out of it. 

After several years of struggle, confusion and introspection, Eduardo eventually 

performed Como supercar o grande cansaço?9 in2010. He could not dance the very 

issue he wanted to talk about but it was within him: he felt really tired and that 

                                                   
8
 Excerpt: https://youtu.be/E0YL6tjLvNg. 

9
How to overcome a great tiredness? Excerpt: https://youtu.be/Y2PLV5eeAfs.  

http://www.eduardofukushima.com/
https://youtu.be/Y2PLV5eeAfs
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precisely was what he wanted to share with the audience. Up until today, this is his 

main work, which he has performed about fifty times.  

 

In 2012 he was granted a prize from the Rolex “mentors & protégés” program 

that offered him a one year of mentorship by Lin Hwai-min in Taipe. It was a great 

and totally new experience. He worked a lot in studios as well as parks or streets, 

travelled in many places, observed his surroundings and after a few months began to 

feel crooked. That is where the idea of Homo torto10came from. As the result of his 

year of residency, the premiere took place in a palace in Venice.  Eduardo was given 

five days within the place to feel the atmosphere and choose the room in which he 

wanted to perform. He went for the central one, a thirty meter long room, having the 

Veronese’s Feast in the House of Levi hung on one of its walls. Besides its beginning 

and end, the moments that really matter, Homo torto is mainly based on 

improvisation even if the artist relies on a defined canvas within which he spreads 

sets of movement sometimes meeting the music, sometimes regardless to it. The 

performance was a success. Since then he had the occasion to present it several 

times but always needed to adapt it to the performing space being not likely to find a 

palace sized theater.  

 

As for now, Eduardo feels quite lost. Although unsure of what to do next, he 

has some cues: he no longer wants to work alone and thus wants to share his dance 

and training with people. He gives Tai Chi, Tao, meditation as well as improvisation 

classes and is about to start a three month dance residency with professionals and 

amateurs. He also wishes to start an official collaboration work with the two people 

who implicitly advised him from the very beginning.  

 

Expectations: take time to watch things.  

 

Glimpses of inspiration:  

- Alberto GIACOMETTI, Spoon woman. (Sculptor) 

- Candomble (syncretic religion mainly practiced in Brazil) 

- Jean ROUCH, Les maîtres fous, 1955.  

- Tatsumi HIJIKATA, A girl, 1973, https://youtu.be/sCT3vp0Gu1o.  

- Mary WIGMAN, Witch dance, 1926, https://youtu.be/AtLSSuFlJ5c. 

- Leoes marinhos11 

- Marta SOARES, Vestigios, 2010, https://youtu.be/UWbG7jYE-n8.  

- Cena 11, Skinner box, 2005, https://youtu.be/hqkXvlqQey8.  

                                                   
10

Crooked man. Excerpt:https://youtu.be/cwyYp0_-eek. 
11

 Sea lions 

https://youtu.be/sCT3vp0Gu1o
https://youtu.be/AtLSSuFlJ5c
https://youtu.be/UWbG7jYE-n8
https://youtu.be/hqkXvlqQey8
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Celso Giménez 

Contemporary theater, writer 

Spain, Madrid  

Website: www.latristura.com 

 

 

 Having studied dramaturgy and theater sciences in Valencia, Celso started his 

company, La Tristura, in 2004 with three friends Violeta Gil, Itsaso Arana and Pablo 

Fidalgo. In 2012, however, the quartet became a trio: Celso, Violeta and Itsaso, with 

whom we also had the pleasure to share time and reflexions during the residency. To 

present us their work, Celso chose two approaches, one taking us straight into their 

material, the other bringing us closer to their sources of inspiration as well as their 

working process and conditions. 

 

 He thus began with an excerpt of an interview of the four children they have 

been working with for the piece “Materia prima”12. Through that work the authors 

share with the audience a reflection about heritage, education and future. As in their 

previous piece, “Actos de juventud”, they wanted to talk about childhood but this 

time wanted to disappear and let children take the stage. They thus chose four kids, 

Ginebra, Gonzalo, Siro and Candela, and began working with them. Some important 

texts were kept, the others adapted or reworked with them so as to create a piece 

about themselves on that very moment. As for the children, it was full of wit, poetry, 

humor, candor and maturity as well. Bright and moving, “Materia prima” marks a 

quite important step for the company as it is the result of a long process, a five year 

one at least, had them tour in many places such as Spain, Brazil, Poland or France and 

marks the end of their “Sentimental education” trilogy thus setting the basis for a 

new beginning.  

 

 The questions that then arose had Celso elaborate on the piece but also 

widen the focus and talk about the Tristura’s work in a more general way. The 

collective usually finds its inspiration in existential texts as well as in images related 

to instinct, dreams or subconscious. They try to understand each other’s imaginary 

                                                   
12

Please find the piece’s trailer trough this link: https://youtu.be/GfgS-JXS8Wg. 

http://www.latristura.com/
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and ideas to stimulate their creative process. For him, the stage is the very place 

where he can work through what he does not understand, ideas that prevent him 

from sleeping. In a sense, he says the subject of a work relates to the personal 

motives of its author: the first one always tells you something about the second. As 

for their working method, they mainly talk. Since it is quite expensive and difficult to 

rent a rehearsing space in Madrid, they often develop random ideas in parks or cafés. 

Most of the creative process takes place in their minds: lights, sounds, places, actors, 

everything. They then get a space for a short period of time not long before the 

premiere and eventually test their ideas that happen to work … or not. The three 

collective’s members work on the same level and have no assigned function within 

the company although specific roles arose13. Despite a quite tough context, Celso, 

Violeta and Itsaso manage to make a living from their company doing everything on 

their own, fundraise, scheduling meeting, …  

 

“Sometimes you work all your life for one minute, two seconds” 

 

Expectations: being able to read and understand things better when going back to 

Madrid. “Are we an artistic community or not?”  

 

Glimpses of inspiration:  

- Béla TARR, Regis dialogue with Howard Feinstein, https://youtu.be/K104Srbj7h0.  

- Lole y Martial, " Todo es de color”, https://youtu.be/R8lNCsoLnTw. 

- Lluis LACH, “Laura”, Camp del Barça 1985, https://youtu.be/biOOy5Zeda0.  

- Paco De LUCIA 

 

 

 
                                                   
13

For example, Celso being the main writer of the company. 

https://youtu.be/K104Srbj7h0
https://youtu.be/R8lNCsoLnTw
https://youtu.be/biOOy5Zeda0
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Dimitris Karantzas 

Contemporary theater, author and 

director 

Greece, Athens 

 

Dimitris started to work as a theater director at the age of nineteen while still 

attending drama school. He likes working with classical as well as contemporary 

pieces, from the Greek tragedies, Tchekhov or Ibsen to contemporary authors such as 

Dimitris Dimitriadis. Paying the most attention to dramaturgy, Dimitris’s main 

concern goes for the theater text. He believes you need to find keys to deliver it and 

particularly insists on the material’s musicality. For him it is all about sound design, 

the sound dramaturgy being necessary to the theatrical performance. Besides, he 

does not believe in characters and develops his own conception of acting. Indeed, 

the actor and the played character being two distinct entities, there should be no 

confusion between one and the other nor an attempt for the first one to imitate the 

second. The actor should reach the idea of the play, the story and his character, from 

his own point of view. He should try to find and develop a relationship between 

himself and the character he is to play. As for the story, Dimitris only sees it as an 

excuse to access something wider than the piece’s explicit purpose. Through his 

performances, he wants to find a way to open the time and to have the audience 

enter into it, thus exploring a new dimension, that being the stage; something that 

one is unable to find in the everyday life. 

 

 He introduced us to two of his works, Helen by Euripides and La ronde du 

carré by Dimitris Dimitriadis.  With Helen, piece presented in 2014 during the 

Epidauros festival in Athens, Dimitris illustrates his views about acting and sound 

design. The play begins with nine characters telling Helen’s monologue before picking 

up some scenes of her story but from their point of view. As a result, “the real Helen 

lives in Egypt while the woman in Troy who has the same name is nothing but her 

look-alike phantom, an invention of the gods – so much trouble for a “cloud”, the 

poet muses with much bitterness as Athens mourns the dead of the Sicilian 

Expedition”14. As for the musicality, the excerpts of rehearsal and performance 

Dimitris showed us were very explicit about the work and attention he pays to 

rhythm, tone, ensembles, quality of the sound, precision15. La ronde du carré, piece 

presented in 2013 in Athens at the Onassis Cultural Center and in 2014 during the 

                                                   
14

 Cfr  http://www.elculture.gr/en/eleni-karantzas/. 
15

 Excerpt: https://youtu.be/cp4u4QvNXvA. 
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Avignon Festival, also reveals a work of high precision and a certain distance towards 

the story itself. It is a three hour comedy based on the repetition of several stories. 

Each new cycle brings with him the hope of a different ending but the latter remains 

unchanged: death.  

 

 Dimitris ended his presentation by raising the following question: “we keep 

talking about the postmodern and the contemporary while not really knowing what it 

means. So what does it mean for you? As far as I’m concerned, I think we are at the 

beginning of a change, at the end of a postmodern period”.  

 

Expectations: meet new people, learn things and discover this year festival’s 

program.  

 

Glimpses of inspiration:  

- Maggy MARIN, Umwelt, Panorama 2008, https://youtu.be/74Ut_6Mf1oo. 

- BélaTARR, Werckmeister Harmonies, hospital scene, https://youtu.be/ykpJkf76X04. 

 

 

Discussion about the working conditions within the art field 

 

 Another ongoing topic of the residency has been the working conditions the 

contemporary artists have to deal with. To synthesize the different exchanges we have had 

on the subject as well as to sort some potential solutions out, Ann asked the “res & refers” 

what they do need. Here are their answers.  
 

Héloïse: « In Brussels, it is not easy. You have deadlines, only two or three weeks in a 

theater. (They need to know long in advance what the work is going to be like even though 

you have not had the occasion to work on it yet). I have money for some rehearsals but not 

for the whole duration, the whole process. I am tired of dealing with the money part. It takes 

at least the same time as the rehearsals. I would like to have some help from the institutions 

for the accountancy. 

 

Eduardo: They need to trust you 

 

Celso: We struggle to find good working conditions. Why? The context. In Spain, it is 

not easy to produce contemporary theater. There is money to create old theater or to 

present solos, small pieces. The context tells us to make little productions. I have never been 

able to afford to pay an actor for rehearsals. I want a space to rehearse, a theater. We lose a 

lot of energy and time in resolving these little problems. (Before, I thought these were 

unlimited but what if they aren’t?) Money and time are linked.  

https://youtu.be/74Ut_6Mf1oo
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Eduardo: Ten years ago in São Paulo, there was absolutely nothing for dance. We 

went to the government and then got a space. Now we have more money. We are allowed 

to create contemporary things (…). Law helps the emerging artist and the older ones as well. 

I am nor one nor the other but I manage to find other ways (notably through private 

fundings). (…) 

 

Dimitris: Up until 2011, the state would give money for art productions. Since then, 

money is only given to the national Opera and main institutions. Remains the Onasis Cultural 

Center, a private center financed by the Onasis Foundation that trusts and invests money in 

young artists such as Dimitris. (…) 

 

Francesca: In Italy, companies do not exist anymore. It is now about free-lance artists 

performing soli. (For my part) I have created an association with other artists to ask a grant 

to the cultural ministry. You usually receive either money or a space, sometimes even both. 

It takes a lot of time and energy to do the administrative work. If I had money, I would ask 

someone to do it.  

 

Ingri: (In Norway), institution theaters such as the National Ballet and the Norwegian 

Dance Company (receive special money while) the rest of the dance field is supported by the 

ministry of culture. (…) I got a grant from the government for four years. It allows me to 

produce one piece with five performers per year and takes the sound, lights, managers, … in 

charge. (…) 

 

Celso: In Spain no one speak up for artists. You are at the bottom of the social scale.  

 

 Jaha: Ten years ago, there were no funds for contemporary theater in South Korea. 

Nor theater or visual arts wanted to help me. (…) 

 

Ann: (If I understand it well, you feel there is) not enough engagement in 

coproductions between the place where your residence takes place and your company.  

 

X: (…) How do they choose? Applications, relationships, … Usually, you get a space 

and  decent working conditions as well. Sometimes, you even get the opportunity to present 

your work in progress and to have a feedback about it.  

 

Celso:  The European timing is quite my timing.  “To who belong the timing of the 

artist?” (…) You need to be able to sell your product, your work. It is all about 

communication. (…) Famous artists are very good at communicating. You cannot separate 

the person from the artist. Shouldn’t the artist take a stand? Claim more? Attack the 

institutions?  
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Héloïse: In an ideal world, we should give the money to the institutions because their 

purpose is to reveal the artists.  

 

Ann: In Belgium at first there was no support for dance (…). Today there are no more 

companies but free-lance artists going from project to project. That also changed the 

institutions. How to create your own conditions of working and how to reach them? There 

exist new kinds of solidarity, ways of working together. For instance collectives of artists 

within which the ones that earn money with their work invest in the others ».  

 

 

 

 

 

JAHA KOO 

Contemporary theater, theater maker and music 

composer 

South Korea, Seoul 

Website: http://www.gujaha.com/index.html 

 

 

 After a BFA in Theater Studies at Korea National University of the Arts, JAHA KOO 

(theater name) or GuJAHA (musician name) decided to drop “real theatrical work” for a 

while. In 2011 he went to Berlin where he worked as a musician and the following year 

entered a theater master program at DasArts, Amsterdam, where he still has one semester 

to attend. Mostly working independently, his main interest goes for the performativity of 

multimedia even though his DasArts experience had him open his views on living arts. Along 

with this, he has attempted to conceptualize new theatrical formats with human history and 

political situations through the projects: “Topsy-turvy Ensemble” (2010), “Hamel: Mein 

JungesLeben Hat ein End, Anyway” (2012) and “Lolling And Rolling” (2014)”. 

 

He presented to us a music excerpt as well as “Lolling And Rolling”, one of his 

theatrical works. Through his performances, he discovers and has an insight into the 

“Hamartia” of the human history”. However he’s not interested in any tragic meaning but 

wants to find something we won’t be able to find within the “real world”. “Lolling And 

Rolling”, whose premiere will take place in Zurich in August, is a work about the Korean 

English education. In Korea, people invest a lot of time and money to learn English, a 

phenomenon that raises many issues: organized cheating at exams, parents having their 

baby’s tongue operated for them to speak better English, people committing suicide. 

Nevertheless, when JAHA arrived in Netherlands he was not able to communicate with his 

colleagues and first had to learn English instead of theater. Following the path of Noa, the 

fictional main character, a restless kid evolving within the Korean educational system, JAHA 

http://www.gujaha.com/index.html
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contextualizes the subject and the related issues but also tries to identity its causes notably 

trough the “Taft-Katsura secret agreement” as well as through the language differences 

between Korean and English. As I previously said, he is interested in historical and political 

topics, especially those relating to his country. However, he cannot help but feel a certain 

discomfort when talking about issues at once national and personal to a European audience. 

Of course, the choice and process are subjective but he wants his art to reach a certain 

objectivity. To achieve that, he tries to put a distance between his work and himself. He 

avoids talking directly to the audience (which would limit its imagination and 

comprehension) and thus prefers to address it through multimedia.  In “Lolling And Rolling”, 

for example, while being on stage, he chose not to use live media but his computer, a CDJ, a 

script, a camera. 

 

Expectations: learn how to manage the distance between his work and himself.  

 

Glimpses of inspiration:  

- Carsten NICOLAI or Alva Noto, https://youtu.be/TnQH3zRgcng. (Musician) 

- Ryoji IKEDA, https://youtu.be/omDK2Cm2mwo. (Musician) 

- Apitchatpong WEERASETHAKUL (film director) 

- Anne- James CHATON(writer and perfomer) 

- Simon STARLING (visual artist) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Héloïse Meire 

Contemporary Theater, actress, writer, director 

Belgium, Brussels 

Website: http://www.compagniewhatsup.com/  

 

 

 After a Master in Germanic languages, Héloïse decided to follow her passion 

for theater. In 2011, once her curriculum at the IAD theater school behind, she 

started her company, What’s up?!, in collaboration with the scenographer Cécile 

Hupin. Through their work they aim to question the society in which we live in 

choosing a stage language and aesthetic specific to a given subject. Stage work, 

writing, directing, acting and scenography are as many aspects of their work that 

exert an influence on one another in a constant research and exchange dynamic.  

 

https://youtu.be/TnQH3zRgcng
https://youtu.be/omDK2Cm2mwo
http://www.compagniewhatsup.com/
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 Even though she intends to create a specific “format” for each new piece, the 

use of puppetry seems to characterize her work up until now. She started to use 

puppets with Babel Ere, her first piece. It was a farce, a play in French and Dutch 

about “communitarism” and borders. Not knowing anything about puppetry, she 

nevertheless felt that “format” would be the most appropriate to express her ideas. 

That is how she decided to learn to direct and manipulate puppets in a contemporary 

way, the manipulator no longer being hidden behind the puppet but playing with it 

and being himself part of the piece as an actor. (Demonstration of an old lady 

puppet). She also used that medium in her following piece, Amazone, created and 

played with Jean-Michel d’Hoop, her partner and director of the company Point Zéro. 

Yet, this work being quite different from the previous one since it would explore 

questions about couples and relationships between men and women through 

mythology, the puppets were quite different as well.  

 

 
Babel Ere                                                                               Amazone 

 

 However, Dehors devant la porte16, piece created in 2014 in co-production 

with the Théâtre National, had Héloïse give up on puppets because the text part was 

too important to only use them. Indeed, Wolfgang Borchert’s text that tells us the 

story of a young German soldier still haunted by the war and trying to find his place 

in society seems of some importance for Héloïse translated it from Dutch to French, 

adapted and directed it as well. Still, Cécile and Héloïse wanted to add more visuals. 

Inspired by the works of Anish Kapoor and Berlinde De Bruyckere, they thus created 

two worlds on stage, a realistic and a swampy nightmarish one. 

 

 As for now, Héloïse is working on a new creation scheduled to be performed 

in two years. She wants to talk about autism and, more precisely, about the 

unspoken and mostly unconscious codes ruling human relationships. For the first 

time, Cécile and Héloïse intend to write together. Puppets? Masks? Robots? They 

have no idea of the form yet but are now busy holding interviews with autistic 

children, parents and teachers, reading research on the subject, going to as many 

                                                   
16

 Please find the piece’s trailer trough this link: https://vimeo.com/116261976. 
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exhibitions and performances as possible to document, feed themselves and find 

new sources of inspiration.  

 

 When asked the following question: “Through your work how do you relate to 

society?” Héloïse would describe how she wanted to link poetic and politics. She 

always tries to poetize the proposal and thus concentrates on the form of her works. 

She also thinks and builds her pieces in such a way as to rouse her audience, have 

them question themselves, feel uncomfortable in their seats and raise discussions 

afterwards. According to her, that should be art’s purpose.  

 

Expectations: attend more performances, meet new people, be confronted to new 

ideas, widen her inspiration field for her new creation. She also wishes to make more 

connections with Dutch speaking theaters and companies.  

 

Glimpses of inspiration:  

- Ilka SCHOBEIN, Metamorphosen1, Théâtre de la Commune, 

https://youtu.be/UPGJ7ScBz1w.  

- Cie Point Zéro, Trois vieilles d’Alexandro Jodorowsky, 

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xddx9d_trois-veilles-extraits_creation. 

- Alexandro JODOROWSKY, La danza de la realidad, 2013 (movie). 

- Neville TRANTER (master in puppetry) 

- La “S” Grand Atelier (center for mentally handicapped artists) 

- Christian BOLTANSKI’s work about accumulation. 

- Anish kAPOOR (sculptor) 

- Berlinde De BRUYCKERE (sculptor) 

- Xooang CHOI  (sculptor) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/UPGJ7ScBz1w
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Leandro Nerefuh 

Visual arts, performer, academic and creator 

Brazil, São Paulo 

Website: http://nerefuh.com.br/ 

Portfolio: 

http://nerefuh.com.br/right_data/leandro_nerefuh_portfolio.pdf 

 

 

 Unfortunately having missed Leandro’s presentation, I propose we enter his 

work through different points of view, his and the ones other people developed 

about it. 

 

“Having studied social sciences and visual arts (at the London Consortium and 

Goldsmiths College, London), the São Paulo-based creator Leandro Nerefuh moves 

through the ambiguous territory between academic discourse and artistic creation. 

Through installations and exhibitions, workshops and performances, public 

sculptures and agitprop experiments often devised for specific contexts, he tackles 

the question of Brazil’s postcolonial identity using historical material that he 

translates into a variety of forms (…)”.17 “He has recently presented projects at MAM, 

Sao Paulo; Zacheta National Gallery, Warsaw; Palacio das Artes, Belo Horizonte; XXX 

São Paulo Biennial; Festival Sesc Video Brasil; CCSP, São Paulo; Reina Sofia Museum, 

Madrid; ICA, London; CCCB, Barcelona. In 2010, he won the Award for Exhibition 

Abroad by the Sao Paulo Biennial Foundation. Leandro is also the founder of PPUB, a 

political party active in Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay”18. The “Residence & 

Reflection” project was the first time Leandro had the occasion to work in a dance 

and performance context that notably implies new modes of working as well as a 

different approach of the space and the audience.  

 

Let us now pick three of Leandro’s projects and present them through the 

artist’s words. Livraria Calil Trouvé19, work created in 2013, consists in a « selection of 

rare (and not so rare) books available in Livraria Calil on colonial history and 

traveller’s accounts of the ‘New World’ (that) was the basis for creating a pervasive 

sound installation combining spoken word and soundscape. Change of lighting, 

textile panels, and collages complete the decór of the bookshop to the point of being 

impossible to determine what was actually done by the artist. This work was 

especially commissioned for the 33 Panorama of the Museum of Modern Art São 

                                                   
17

  http://www.kfda.be/en/projects/umbelinas-cave.  
18

  http://nerefuh.com.br/right_data/leandro_nerefuh_portfolio.pdf, p. 32 
19

 Excerpt: http://nerefuh.com.br/calil.html.  

http://nerefuh.com.br/
http://www.kfda.be/en/projects/umbelinas-cave
http://nerefuh.com.br/right_data/leandro_nerefuh_portfolio.pdf
http://nerefuh.com.br/calil.html
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Paulo, which aimed to move the museum towards specific locations in the historical 

city centre - around the area where MAM was originally located»20. 

 

Then, The oath of Monte Sacro, a pocket epic, which he performed in 2009-

2010 “consists of a series of formal translations of a historical text to dramatic 

reading, aria, music composition, scenic painting, video and printed material. It 

explores how the classical grammar has had a central role in formulating ideas of 

enlightened revolutionary democracy in the American continent in the eigtheenth 

and nineteenth centuries. In this live presentation, the romantic rebel Simón 

Rodríguez tells the tale of The Oath of Monte Sacro, in which El Libertador enters the 

stage of world history. While the artist (off-stage) comments on the multiple formal 

borrowings and inventions that have been used to compose this particular episode in 

Latin American history”21.  

 

Finally, Umbelina’s cavewhich Leandro performed during this edition of the 

Kunstenfestivaldesartsis “a lecture-performance that is as well substantiated as it is 

creative, exploring the myth of the female continent and the (un)becoming of the 

new Amerykan man in Brazil. A singular approach to history and culture”22. Here is 

what Giorgio Valentino wrote about the performance on Flanders Today’s website: 

“Although contemporary art is all about “thinking outside the box”, sometimes it 

feels like formal experiment has reached the point of diminishing returns. So the 

truly transversal work of Brazilian artist and social theorist Leandro Nerefuh is a 

breath of fresh air. Returning to the avant-garde’s roots in criticism, Nerefuh first 

astounds by having something to say. He astounds once more in the way he delivers 

the message. His work is truly transdisciplinary, fusing not just artistic media but also 

academic disciplines. Umbelina’s Cave explores postcolonial identity via lecture and 

performance. In English (ironic, isn’t it?)”23.  

 

* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
20

 Cfr. http://nerefuh.com.br/right_data/leandro_nerefuh_portfolio.pdf, p. 7. 
21

Cfr. http://nerefuh.com.br/right_data/leandro_nerefuh_portfolio.pdf, p. 12. 
22

Cfr. http://www.kfda.be/en/projects/umbelinas-cave.  
23

 Cfr. http://www.flanderstoday.eu/art/kfda-20-contemporary-arts-festival-reflects-time.  

http://nerefuh.com.br/right_data/leandro_nerefuh_portfolio.pdf
http://nerefuh.com.br/right_data/leandro_nerefuh_portfolio.pdf
http://www.kfda.be/en/projects/umbelinas-cave
http://www.flanderstoday.eu/art/kfda-20-contemporary-arts-festival-reflects-time
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Conclusion through a feedback session24 

 

1. Affirmative: What worked for me was …  

- I really entered in the ambiance, the performances, the city. II 

- New meetings, networking 

- Profound meetings 

- Variety of the themes we discussed II 

- Confront yourself with other visions of the performing arts II 

- Felt I was part of a new generation 

- The festival’s involvement in the city 

- Could watch some big names of the Belgian artistic field 

- It was mind shaking and potentially fertile III 

- Could see forms/formats I had never seen before IIII 

- Realized on more time the end of a period in performing arts 

- Managed to find true interest in boredom 

 

2. Perspectives: As … I need …  

- Spectator … English subtitles IIII 

- Spectator … more than a concept 

- Artist … other experiences like this  

- Citizen of Brussels … other citizens of my city in the theater II 

- Young spectator … good music parties 

- Spectator … more young artists 

- Novice in contemporary theater … more references in my back ground 

- Theater maker … more radical theater 

- New generation of spectator … other communications tools and texts in the 

program I 

- Citizen … more other actions to attract different audiences 

- Artist … I don’t need other empty “in fashion”contemporary performances 

- Myself … all of the Residence & Refection group to be in the Kunstenfestival next 

year II 

- Res & Refer … to know why I was invited here 

- Foreign visitor … stronger position politically, socially and geographically 

 

3. Open questions: 

- What are the criteria to be in the KDFA?  

- Where is the authority from?  

- How much importance has to have the trajectory of an artist in order to program 

him, her or them?  

                                                   
24

 Following the DASARTS’s feedback method, cfr. annex 4.  
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- How to make a global, international panorama of contemporary arts? Is it 

possible?  

- Why do Koreans as well as other festivals try to copy or imitate the KDFA? D oes 

the KDFA feel the pressure?  

- Is KDFA politically or socially engaged?  

- What is the real engagement of the KDFA towards the city?  

- Is the KDFA accessible to the “non-iniated”?  

- Why did the local Moroccan community refused to work with Bouchra?  

- Is there any fashion in contemporary art? How does the KDFA relate to it?  

- Is Romeo Castellucci more contemporary than TgStan? 

- Can art exist without artistic position?  

- Contemporary?  

- Are real motivation and artistic gesture different than the formula?  

 

 

*** 
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Annexes 

 

1. Half time storming 

 

- Above all a shared experience?  

- I miss English subtitles 

- Essence 

- How can critic and enjoyment coexist? 

- What kind of audience does the KDFA gather?  

- (Little gym) Watch-talk stuff together as an heterogeneous group put together as 

an exercise 

- The ambiance, the places, the flavor 

- Are we contemporary? Can the stage be contemporary? Cannot?  

- Cinema is like a hundred old, “theater” a few thousands, can we carry this 

history? Should we?  

- How to reflect your thinking on stage? How to make readable, understandable for 

the audience?  

- Everything unusual is contemporary art?  

- Should there be a purpose to each performance?  

- Is Europe still the center of arts? I am also curious but what is the centralism? 

- Please we can repeat ourselves! 

- Who are regular people? Who aren’t?  

- Global issues 

- Somehow we are fighting at/in/on same thing 

- “Contemporary” dance is a hundred years old too 

- Also my grandma 

- Are Jan Lauwers, Tg Stan etc here because of the present or the past?  

- To what degree does the program have to attract the audience (income from 

ticket sales)?  

- Meeting point between author’s pole and audience 

- Is multiculturalism a necessity to be contemporary or a fashion?  

- Is there a unity in the different performances of the KDFA? Which are the criteria 

to be in the festival?  

- What about the interprets?  

- Nor the object itself nor the spectator but a third and new dimension?  

- Why art is cool here? Education? DNA? Weather?  

- What are we talking about? 

- Precision equals training?  

- Shopping market, where is the authority from?  

- Which role for the arts?  

- Art should be political 
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- “Dutch and French”, different regions mixed?  

- MårtenSpångberg: “socially or politically engaged art is fundamentally 

uninteresting” 

 

2. Some references 

 

- ATKINS Ed  

- BAUER Eleanor  

- BEL Jerôme 

- BELATarr, Werkmeister Harmonies, 2001. 

- BERNHARD Thomas, Korrektur, 1975. (novel) 

- BISSCHOP Claire 

- BO BARDI Lina  

- BOLANO Roberto 

- BOLTANSKI Christian 

- CHATON Anne-James  

-CREW performance group Brussels 

- DE ANDRADE Oswald 

- DE LUCIA  Paco   

- DE KEERSMAEKER Anna Teresa 

- DERRIDA Jacques 

- GIACOMETTI Alberto 

- GRUPO CENA 11 

- GYSIN Brion and SOMMERVILLE Ian, The dream machine.   

- IBSEN Henrik 

- IKEDA Ryoji 

- KOLTES Bernard-Marie  

- KOTET Hagar   

- KUNST Bojana 

- LACH Lluis 

- LATOUR Bruno, We have never been modern, 1991. (essay) 

- Lole y Manuel 

- MARIN Maguy 

- MARTENS Jan 

- MASSUMI Brian 

- MROUE Rabih 

- NETTO Ernesto 

- NICOLAI Carsten = Alva Noto 

- NOETH Sandra 

- PENN Sean 

- PEOSSA Fernando  
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- PLATEL Alain 

- Raster- Noton (label) 

- Rimini Protokoll 

- ROCHA Glauber 

- ROUCH Jean 

- SAN-SOO Hong, Ha HaHa andThe day he arrives. (movies) 

- SCHLINGENSIEF Christoph 

- SCHONBEIN Ilka 

- SCIARRONI Alessandro 

- SIERRA Santiago 

- SOARES Marta  

- STANISLAVSKI Constantin 

- STARLING Simon  

- TCHEKOV Anton 

- Teatro oficina 

- Ultra-Red 

- VAN DER KEUKEN Johan 

- VAN KERKHOVEN Maria 

- VERDONCK Kris 

- VIENNE Gisèle 

- VIVEIROS De CASTRO Eduardo  

- WEERASETHAKULApitchatpong, Uncle Boonmeen, 2010. (movie) 

- WEISS Peter   

- WOLF Virginia 

- WOLFE JULIA, Dig Deep, 1995. (music)  

- ZAIDES Arkadi, A response to Dig Deep, 2013. 
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3. Residency’s schedule  
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4. The feedback method 
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